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Data Structures Review
. 1 The object model to the right defines a class Dresser describing a piece of

furniture with three drawers. Assume that all variables have getters and setters.
You have a variable dresser that refers to a Dresser object. Write code that will do the
following:

a) Find out how wide the dresser
is.

b) Find out how high the bottom
drawer is.

c) Set the height of the top
drawer to 10.

d) Write an if statement asking whether the depth is more than 30.

. 2 Write methods in the Dresser class to get the height and volume of the dresser (two separate
methods). There are no instance variables that provide this information directly, but you know, for
example, that the height is equal to the sum of the heights of the drawers.

public class Dresser extends Object {
   Drawer topDrawer, middleDrawer, bottomDrawer;
   int width, depth;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

. 3 Write code to find out if a String s starts with "A". (Hint: Between what and what should it fall
alphabetically?)

if(



. 4 Shoe sizes consist of a number indicating the length, and a letter
indicating the width. Write a compareTo() method that will rank
shoes first by length, then by width. So, for example, a 6E comes before
an 8A, but a 12D comes after a 12C.

public class Shoe extends Object implements Comparable {
   private int size;
   private String width;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}

. 5 A security system asks a user for an ID number and a password. This login information matches the
login on file only if both parts match. Fill in the equals() method below.

public class Login extends Object {
   private int id;
   private String password;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}

. 6 A bibliography citation for a book consists of five parts: The author's name, the title of the
book, the name of the publisher, the location of the publisher, and the year of publication.
A sample citation is shown below:

Levy, Steven. Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution. New York: Penguin, 1984.

Write a toString() method for Book that will output a citation in this standard format.

public class Book extends Object {
   private String author, title, publisher, location;
   private int year;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}


